
Approach
Sandwell’s newly set up Covid Support Team, contacted CFH 

Docmail, a secure communication provider for councils, for 

help to facilitate the different mailings and to ensure that the 

mailings were sent by the required deadline, to keep their 

residents informed. 

Sandwell needed to send a series of A4 double sided letters 

to135,000 of their vulnerable patients within their area in 

March and April, with a further adhoc medical mailing, with 

mailing details provided by their local CCG network, to an 

audience of 25,837 recipients in May.

Background
During the Covid-19 pandemic, councils were challenged with creating and mailing residents within their local areas, 

providing vital information on how to keep safe and well during the pandemic. This information included best practice, 

helpline details and relevant information from both their local area and the wider UK.

Sandwell Metropolitan Borough Council, met this challenge when they were required to send out important information to 

their residents, through a series of three mailings. 

All three mailings were time sensitive, needed to provided understanding whilst minimising call centre traffic as well as 

provide clear call to actions that were clear to all demographics. 

CFH’s hybrid mail system Docmail was utilised to produce 

and dispatch all three mailings to the intended audience. 

Within 24 hours, the mailing was uploaded, received, 

printed and dispatched by CFH – working on a next 

working day basis.

The mailing was sent on a 1st class postage rate, so that 

the information was shared with the residents instantly.

Nicki Newburn, Business Development Manager of CFH, 

was on standby throughout the creation and production of 

the mailings, providing support and guidance to Sandwell 

when required. 

Docmail’s large scale volume capabilities, meant that 

Sandwell were able to communicate with their different 

audiences instantly, and meet the intended deadline on all 

three mailings.

Sandwell’s Covid Support team, were then on hand to pick 

up any call centre traffic generated to provide a cohesive 

message for their residents. 
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By working with CFH, Sandwell were provided with the 

best vehicle to send out very detailed instructions and to 

give the different recipients the time to read, understand 
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well as know how to reach any help or assistance if they 

were to need it.
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